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MARK YOUR CALENDARS

Do PWNA Certifications really add to your 
bottom line? They do if you’re Perfect Power 
Wash in Akron, Ohio.

Last Fall, Aaron Carter – the company’s sales 
manager – took the Seal ‘n Lock Authorized 
Technician & PWNA Certification Course during 
the Power Washers of North America’s Annual 
Convention in Orlando. As a result, flatwork 
calls and sales have increased by 30 percent.

 “Perfect Power Wash has always done a lot 
of flatwork, but before taking the certification 
course, we didn’t know many of the technical 
aspects of flatwork cleaning,” Carter explained. 
“We didn’t know the ins and outs of rust stains. 
We weren’t clear on the drying time for sealers. 
And so on.”

Carter, who is in charge of the company’s 
sales, has been able to take what he learned 
and turn it into literal dollars by being able to 

better educate customers, and in turn, close 
the deal. Also, he has passed on his PWNA 
training to the company’s local technicians 
which helps them better communicate 
with customers while on the job. “Now we 
can really educate our customers on why 
what we do works, or when something isn’t 
going to work, we can let them know why. 
It’s given us a huge advantage over our 
competition.”

The Value of Flat Work Certification

In late May, Fox News in McAllen, Texas 
ran an article entitled “How to Get Grease 
off of a Driveway.” One of the author’s main 
tips was to “NEVER” use a pressure washer 
on a driveway. (He also said the best way 
to remove grease was with dish soap and a 
brush.) 

A day or so later, a radio program in Las 
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Vegas interviewed a pressure washing company 
live on the air. The first words out of the 
contractor’s mouth were spent explaining how 
a pressure washer has the power to completely 
destroy a driveway.

These are two examples of what appears to 
be a growing trend in publicizing the hazards 
of using a pressure washer on concrete. And 
there are legitimate reasons for it. In untrained 
hands, a pressure washer can damage concrete 
– leaving pits, stripes, discoloration…or worse. 

However, when handled correctly, a pressure 
washer is the most efficient way for cleaning 
flat concrete surfaces. And yet these 
scare tactics about the hazards of 
pressure washing concrete may 
understandably leave customers 
confused. “But I read that power 
washers destroy concrete.” 

If the power washing 
contractor tells the customer 
his practices are safe, it’s 
one thing. If, however, the 
contractor can educate his 
customer on why the practices are 
safe, then show the customer that he 
has been trained specifically in flatwork 
cleaning and has been certified by the nation’s 
premier national pressure washing association, 
then that puts the contractor in much more 
trustworthy position. That’s the power of 
certification. 

The PWNA Certification Course

Each of the PWNA certification courses follows 
a similar outline, covering these topics as 
related to the specific type of cleaning:
1.    Background of service
2.    Economic Opportunity of service
3.    Chemicals, detergents and cleaners
4.    Equipment
5.    Cleaning Process
6.    Water Reclamation
7.    Safety
8.    Pricing
9.    Advertising

10.   Available add on service

In addition to cleaning flatwork, the PWNA 
course also delves into sealing concrete. This is 
an add-on service that has grown exponentially 
over the past few years, and a natural add-on 
for pressure washing contractors. 

Because paver sealing is a related market that 
is a real money maker for some contractors, 
and because Seal ‘n Lock already had a quality 
technician training program in place (See the 
Seal ‘n Lock vendor profile article on page 
16), the Seal ‘n Lock Technician Training 
Course has been added to the PWNA Flat Work 

Certification program. 

“I always believed in education 
as the key answer for anyone’s 
success,” explained Seal ‘n Lock 
founder Rich Colletti.  “Because 
PWNA is offering quality 
education, I want us to be part 
of it.” 

Is the PWNA Flat Work 
Certification for everyone? “It’s for 

everyone – newcomers and veterans 
alike – who do flatwork cleaning 

and want to separate themselves from 
the competition,” explained Charlie Arnold of 
Arnold’s Powerwash in Lewes, Delaware, who 
helped create and teach the course. “No matter 
how long you’ve been cleaning, you can always 
find a new nugget or two of information that 
you can apply to your business, as long as 
you’re willing to listen for it.”

Carter agreed. “None of the competition around 
here is certified. They just are spraying off 
the concrete, applying sealer, but not able to 
explain why. Certification has placed Perfect 
Power Wash in a league of its own.”

 
The Seal ‘n Lock Authorized Technician & 
PWNA Flat Work Certification Course will be 
offered during the PWNA’s annual convention, 
October 17 through 19, in Orlando, Florida. To 
learn more or to register, go to www.PWNA.org, 
email info@pwna.org or call 800-393-7962.
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Aaron Carter
Perfect Power Wash, Akron, OH
Fleet Washing; House Washing; Flatwork

Alvin E. Figueroa
A & M Fire and Safety Equipment, Apopka, FL
House Washing; Roof Cleaning; Flatwork; Environmental

Barry Marno
New Finish Power Washing, Calgary, AB
Fleet Washing

Ben Enneking
Enneking Pressure Cleaning, Inc., Batesville, IN
Wood Restoration

Charles Puglisi
Absolute Fleet Wash,Riverhead, NY
Fleet Washing; House Washing; Flatwork

Clint Reynolds
HydroTech Solutions, Lake Mary, FL
Environmental; House Washing; Roof Cleaning

Curtis Hunsinger
Klean King Services, Inc., The Woodlands, TX
Environmental; House Washing

Dan Galvin
East Coast Power Washing, Buzzards Bay, MA
Fleet Washing
 

Doug Alderink
Cleaner Imagem, Irving, TX
Environmental

Drew Johnson
Klean King Services, Inc., The Woodlands, TX
Roof Cleaning

Frank DiBenedetto
Mr. Grime, Mt. Sinai, NY
Environmental; Roof Cleaning

Glenn McFarland
Maddie & Daddie Pressure Washing, Winter Garden,FL
Roof Cleaning

Gus Mejia
Mr. Grime, Mt. Sinai, NY
Fleet Washing; House Washing

Guy Triger
Puma Power Washing, Day City, CA
Environmental; Fleet Washing; House Washing

Jean-Blaise Kiza
Lakeland Professional Services Ltd.,Cold Lake, AB
Environmental; House Washing; Wood Restoration

Jerome Khan
Clean Image Limited, St. James, Port of Spain
House Washing; Roof Cleaning

Jesse (Shay) Juban
Juban’s Pressure Washing LLC, Walker, LA
Fleet Washing; House Washing; Roof Cleaning; Flatwork

John Tornabene
Clean County Powerwashing, Kings Park, NY
Environmental
 

Joseph Luck
Absolute Fleet Wash, Riverhead, NY
Environmental; Fleet Washing; House Washing

Josh Born
Oberlin, OH
Environmental;  Fleet Washing; House Washing; Roof Cleaning

Kamren Kaloi
Oahu Power Wash, Honolulu, HI
Environmental

Kyle Nebeker
Riverbend, Lindon , UT
Environmental; House Washing; Wood Restoration

Michael Krakower
Quality Pressure Cleaning Solutions, Sunrise, FL
House Washing; Roof Cleaning; Flatwork

Michael Palubiak 
Perfect Power Wash, Akron, OH
Environmental; Roof Cleaning; Wood Restoration

Mike Westerfield
The Gutter Boys, Berea, OH
House Washing; Roof Cleaning; Wood Restoration

Neil Matheson
Sparkleen, Toronto, ON
Wood Restoration

Nevin Mast
Holmes Siding Contractors, Millersburg, OH
House Washing; Roof Cleaning

Paul Laramee
Exquisite Finishes, Warwick, RI
Fleet Washing; House Washing

Rob Alderink
Cleaner Image, Irving, TX
Environmental

Rudy Palmer
Optimal Powerwashing LLC, Philadelphia, PA
Flatwork

Scott Klein
Riverbend, Lindon, UT
Fleet Washing; Roof Cleaning; Flatwork

Shaun Downham
Oahu Power Wash, Honolulu, HI
Environmental
 

Stewart Esposito
Absolutely Clean, Raleigh,NC
House Washing; Wood Restoration; Flatwork

Thomas Heasley
Cleaner Image LLC, Roanoke, VA
House Washing; Wood Restoration

Ty Eubanks
South Shore Building Services Inc., Anaheim, CA
Fleet Washing; Flatwork

Wilfredo Gutierrez
C&W Cleaning Service Inc., Arlington, TX
Fleet Washing; House Washing; Roof Cleaning; Wood Restoration

The following PWNA members have 
received PWNA certification 

since October 2012:
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It may surprise you to learn that the earliest power washers did not have trigger guns at 
all. The original commercial pressure washer was very simple: It was composed of a hose 
connected to a nozzle. That’s it. There was no way to stop the spray, other than turning off the 
water flow. How challenging it must have been back then to prevent the high-power spray from 
going berserk while you went to turn off the hose!

Today’s commercial power washing equipment is significantly more sophisticated. Even so, 
the technology behind pressure washer triggers is pretty simple. A spring inside the trigger 
holds a ball in place, blocking the flow of water. When the trigger handle is compressed, the 
spring is released and the water is able to push the obstructive ball out of the way.

With this design, it is guaranteed that a pressure washer will turn off if the trigger is 
dropped. This is very important because power washing equipment is extremely strong – some 
models can emit in excess of 30,000 pounds of pressure per square inch. Without a spring-
loaded trigger, an unmanned power washer would flip-flop around like a fish out of water and 
could easily hurt nearby people or cause serious damage to property. This is why some states 
have statutes banning the taping or tying of power washer triggers in the open position.

There are several trigger options for your commercial pressure washer, as explained 
below. We’ve also included a few tips on how to choose the best commercial power washing 
equipment for your needs.

Commercial Pressure Washer Options: Types of Trigger Guns

Front-entry guns: The hose enters the gun just before the trigger, underneath the wand 
mounting. These are usually best for at-home use, as they’re inexpensive but of too low quality 
for commercial applications.

Pistol-style guns: This is the most common type of commercial trigger. If you buy 
commercial power washing equipment off the shelf at home improvement stores, you will 
almost certainly end up with this type of trigger. If you want a versatile gun for many different 
angles and applications, this trigger offers the most comfortable arrangement for the wrist. 
Walls, fences, equipment and some overhead work can be done with this trigger.

Straight-through guns: This trigger does not change the angle of the flow, as is the case 
with a pistol gun; rather, the water goes straight through the trigger. If you do lots of overhead 
and wall work, choose a straight-through trigger, which offers the best angle for these jobs.

Weep guns: This trigger type allows a little water to flow through the pressure washer even 
when the trigger is released. It’s a good choice if you don’t want an unloader valve, as the 
minimal water flow even when the trigger is not activated removes the need for one.

Open guns: Some steam-based commercial pressure washers do not have a trigger, as 
shutting off the steam flow can cause dangerous levels of heat and pressure to build up. The 
only way to shut them down is to turn the machine off at the source.

As with most  power washing equipment, triggers must be replaced from time to time. Many 
commercial pressure washer manufacturers offer trigger replacement kits.
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Commercial Power Washing Equipment: 
Types of Trigger Guns

by Paul Horsley, Editor
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Sales Rack
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Let us put our expert 
knowledge of legendary 

Landa equipment 
to work for your 
cleaning needs.

Specializing in Power 
washing equipment 

sales, service and 
custom manufacturing

(403) 771-7774
www.HydraEquipment.com

Have you ever made a mistake? 

Of course you have, and fortunately, so have 
your customers. That’s good news because it 
means your customers can empathize with you 
when you mess up – not that they always will. 
But how you respond to your mistakes can play 
a big role in how your customers respond to 
you.

Perhaps no one knows this more right now 
than JCPenney. The 100-year-old department 
store implemented a number of changes last 
year, and they weren’t well received – causing 
a $4 billion loss for the company. Ouch! While 
analysts are still delving into the exact reasons 
for the loss, the primary problem was that 
in their attempt to reach a younger, hipper 
audience, they neglected their core clientele, 
and the customers quit buying.

In early May, Penney’s launched an online ad 
campaign where they did the unthinkable – 
they apologized! Whether it will be enough to 
save the company is yet to be seen, but early 
indications are positive.   

So how can this apply to you (and me)?  I 
believe there are several lessons here.

Customers don’t really care 
WHY you mess up; they just 
want you to make it right. 

And making it right begins with admitting when 
you were wrong.

This often goes agains human nature, where we 
naturally want to make excuses, point fingers 
and place blame. “My technician called in sick.” 
“My equipment gave out on me.” “We ran out of 
time.” And so on. That’s not to say these things 
don’t happen, but it still doesn’t right the 
wrong of not fulfilling your end of the bargain. 
So start with an apology, then figure out how to 
fix the situation as best as possible.

The following are two true stories.

First, on our “Cleaning in the News Page,” we 
recently mentioned a newspaper “consumer 
watchdog” columnist who took on a complaint 
about a local roof cleaning contractor. The 
customer was very happy with the way his 
roof came out, but claimed that the roof 
cleaning chemicals used killed $600 in 
plants. The roof cleaner, in turn, said he 
had verbally explained to the homeowner 
when to water the plants and what to do if it 
rained versus didn’t rain. (The instructions 
apparently were somewhat complicated.) 
Verbal instructions or not, the plants died. 
The unhappy customer took the matter to the 
newspaper, and the watchdog columnist sided 
with the homeowner. Now the roof cleaner’s 
reputation has been soiled publically in his 
local community and across the Internet…
over $600.

Now for the second example. In his book The 
Pressure Cleaning Marketing Bible, Steve 
Stephens talks about an EXPENSIVE mistake 
that still pains him to think about today. 

by Allison Hester
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His technicians were washing an expensive-
neighborhood’s houses for an upcoming 
parade of homes. One of the houses had 
sandy-faced brick. While Stephens had trained 
his technicians on how to clean this delicate 
surface, one of his technicians apparently 
spaced off and before he realized what he had 
done, he had removed the sand from the lovely 
pink-colored brick, changing the house’s color 
to red! What did Stephens do? He spent over 
$25,000 out of his pocket (it was not covered 
by insurance) to have the messed up bricks 
corrected. Ouch! 

Expensive mistake? Absolutely. BUT, as word 
traveled about the way Stephens handled 
the situation, he ended up gaining several 
new homeowner’s associations and new 
construction companies as clients. 

Customers want you to listen 
to what 

they 
say!

This is perhaps the most powerful line from 
the JCP commercial: “We learned a very 
simple thing: to listen to you, to hear what 
you need, to make your life beautiful.”

As contract cleaners, your job is to make 
your customers’ lives beautiful! Whether 
that’s by giving them a gorgeously cleaned 
and sealed deck, or by attracting customers 
to their businesses because the sidewalks 
are washed, you are making their lives 
better. But are you listening to what the 
customers have to say? Perhaps an even 
better question is whether you are even 
asking? 

I know of at least one window cleaning that 
bases their technicians’ promotions and 
raises, in part, not only on what kind of 
survey responses they get back, but how 
many they get back. It’s that important. 
So, are you asking – really asking – your 
customers for feedback? If not, why not? Is 
it because you just haven’t taken the time 
to implement this essential practice, or are 
you perhaps afraid of what you’ll find out? 

Customers want to feel 
valued. 

The JCPenney commercial concluded with 
these words: “Come back to J.C. Penney. 
We heard you. Now we’d love to see you.” It 
is clear throughout the video that Penney’s 
realized they cannot exist without their 
customers. Do your customers feel this 
way? Do you follow up after your services 
to see if they have any questions or 
problems? Do you send thank you cards? 
Do you extend special offers to your best 
customers? 

All of these things increase intimacy and 
connection with your customers. In turn, 
they also make your customers more apt to 
forgive you if and when problems do arise. 

5th Annual Midwest  
Cleaning Event
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by Allison Hester, EditorTony Evans of A New View Window Cleaning 
is joining forces this year with the National 
Cleaning Expo (NCE) to host the 5th Annual 
Midwest Cleaning Event, July 19 through 20 in 
Des Moines, Iowa.

Developed for pressure washing, window 
cleaning, roof cleaning and soft washing 
professionals, this FREE two-day event is 
designed to provide attendees with plenty of 
educational and networking opportunities. 

“My biggest goal is always education,” 
explained Evans, who decided a few years ago 
there needed to be some sort of event held in 
his area of the country. “At this year’s event, 
attendees will be overwhelmed with opportunities 
to gain knowledge on tools, techniques, and 
business –  no matter what field of cleaning they 
are in.”

Specifically, this year’s event will include the 
following presentations:
• Networking Your Way to the Top, Jason Evers,
• Facebook is for Kids, Jason Evers
• How to Write a Winning Commercial Proposal,
   AC Lockyer
• Commercial Sales: 500 Companies and  
   Property Management, by Ron Musgraves
• Window Cleaning for Pressure Washers, Tony 
   Evans
• Pressure Washing for Window Cleaners, Randy  
  Borio
• Pure Water System Maintenance
• Pressure Washer Pump Maintenance, Paul  
  Kassander

• Proper Chemical Storage
• Work Truck Safety and Compliance
• Ladder, Harness and Rappelling Safety  
   and Compliance
• Extension Ladders vs. Sectional Ladders
…and more

The event will also include a number of 
how-to and product comparisons such as:

• Window Cleaning
• Pressure Washing
• Using the IPC Screen Cleaner
• Properly Setting Up a Water Fed Pole
“This event is a must attend for anyone 

that is serious about growing their 
business,” said Randio Borio of Panther 
Outdoor Maintenance Services, Inc., 
Granville, Illinois, who first attended the 
Midwest conference last year.  “As business 
owners, we often talk about how important 
it is to educate our customers, but we often 
forget that we need to educate ourselves 
first. Top quality speakers and true industry 
leaders will be at this event to share what 
they know to help others get better faster.”

While Evans says he sees value in all 
networking opportunities, he believes 
“that we will hold what will prove to be 
the preeminent educational event of the 
summer, maybe even the year. The level of 
speakers and variety of demos we will have 
has truly amazed me. I’m so grateful for the 
Industry leaders who have volunteered time 
- and expense -- to speak. The real winners 
here will be the attendees.”

To learn more about the upcoming 
event, visit their Facebook page: 
https://www.facebook.com/
events/136091109900754/?fref=ts

5th Annual Midwest  
Cleaning Event

July 19-20, 
Des Moines, Iowa


